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I n the "Call for Papers" for the meeting of the American Maritain Associ
ation (2000), we read that papers might examine topics such as .s.ecular 
humanism's impact on our understanding of the person and culture, and 

also the resacralization of material culture. Both subjects can be considered 
as two sides of the same coin, which is closely related to the progress of em
pirical science. In its beginnings, the new science was seen as a road from na
ture to its Maker, promoting natural theology. Later on, however, it was inter
preted as favoring a "disenchantment" of the world. I will comment on some 
proposals of "reenchanting" the world, and will refer to my own proposal, 
which has recently been published in my last book. I 

THE DISENCHANTMENT OF THE WORLD 

The term "disenchantment" of the world can be traced to the Romantic 
movement, where it was considered to be a consequence of scientific 
progress. Friedrich Schiller spoke about the "de-divinization" of the world, 
which was translated by Max Weber as the "disenchantment" of the world. 
Two alternative ways ofovercoming this "disenchantment" were suggested, 
namely supplementing the scientific image with spirituality or changing 
science itself. Hegel, for example, intend~d to change the concepts of the 
physical science, but had very little success. This line of thinking, in spite 
of the repeated setbacks it has suffered, exercises a. strong fascination also 
today. This is perhaps due to the fact that complementing science from the 
outside may seem a too weak remedy, because apparently it leaves un-

1 Mariano Artigas, The Mind of the Universe: Understanding Science and Religion 
(Philadelphia & London: Templeton Foundation Press, 2000). 
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touched t~e claim tb.at empirical scienc~is the only val~d toad to objective . 
knowledge. . . 

It is important to recall tJtat the de-diyinization of the world possesses two · 
·· different meanin~~· It: means first that the world. is neither a. part of God nor 
can he identified with Him. This centrlJ.l tenet ofChris~it)', whlcl:i con~asts · 
with pantheism; favored .the birth ofm0dem natural science~ In a secon<f and 

. COpJ,pl;tt:}ly differ~t sense, d,e-:divinizatjon me;;ms that tb.er6 are. no traces of : 
God to be found in the wotld. Uris is .the D,I~~g used by Schiller and . 
Weber1 '!D~sen~hantmene'. translates .the ·German ''Entzauberu~g,. and .ex~ · 
presses that, 1:1$•· a r.estllt of scientific .. progress, the world canuotoe·considered · 
rutymore as a clue t~ discover ~he \land of God actil\g in pa~e: ~ Accb.rding to· 
Weber, the diseJ:!chmitmept of tbe :wor~d is .closely related to a.process of~'ra~ , 
tionalization," which replaces the ancient "magic'; 'features ~f thinking with ' 
scientifiS:J nafuralist expl~~tions. The . di$enchantme~t 0f the world, Weber · 
conclud~s, steadily· grows as scientific thinking grows. 3. ·'. . .. 

This evaluation resembles the three~stage liw ofCom~e·;s positivism, and js .. 
presented even today a8 if it were the result of an objective account of ~stdry~. 
I completely disagree with this. Fighting religion in the naQJ.e of sCience is as 
old as .human history. In every epoch, naturali~m presents' itself as if it, we.re 
tl)e result o(lipman progess. The apti-retigious argull)ellts of Lucretius, a cen.-, . 
. iury before Christ, .are· basically the same .that are used .. now. They at,tempt to . 
overcome religion in:. tln~ name pf Sciet:~ce by.reducmg all'e?(:planations' tp thes~. , 
tvyo questions;'''·1what is this made of?'' and "How does· it woric?" 
· . Empirical scienc~"concentra:tes on the. ~tudyof natura( patterns. I( should . ~ . 

not. be used to derive assertions for ·or against .spiritual r~alities. To interpret · 
nattara}isril as ''the ontology of sc;:i~mce" is. meaningless. The c~uses of secu.; · 
larization in We~tern s~ieties m.~ complex. In any case,: scie~tific progress. 
should not~ blallle~ asfavOJ:in~secularism. Ulth,nate que~ti.(i)nsinvolve.per-. 
S.Of:lal commitments; I do not think that·sctentific progress:,h~s changed the: 
natqre of dtis probleln. The'refqre~ it is. unfair tC;> preserit scientific .progress as . 

· a ~ajor cause of the di~enchantnient of the vvorld. Even a9- agnostic like" KarL : 
Popper recognizes that ''science· 46es nQt make asserlipns about ultimat~C 
questions~bout the riddles of e~istence, or about man's task iiJ this \I(Orld"; 

2 "En.tlAHberwag refers tnhlnly to the 'coptents' aspects,t}f cul~ .. ~d qescri~s 
the dem.ystification of the conception of the woFld conpected with growing secular- ' 
ism, witft the rise of science, and with growing routinization;of education and culture"· 
(S. N. Eisenstadt, "lnrroduction,'! itfMax Weber, On Charisma aifd institution Build- · 
ing [Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,I968], p.li)~ .·. . · . . 

J MaX Weber, "Science as a Vocation,'' in On Charisma and Institution Builtlln.g; ' 
p. 298, . 
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i· tl;lat '1science ha$ nothin~ tp say about a personal Creator•:; ·and that "argq-
. ment from design may not be within the reacp of science,"4 Scientific 

· pr~gress is not a major cause of the disenchantment of the world. 

RE-ENCHANTING THE WORLD 

Now I shall refer to two positiops that coincide in their criticism of the 
dis~nchantmept of the world, but advanc~: different proposals to overcome it. 

·· The fir~t· positipn is inspit:ed by . Alfred North WJlitehe~d and·. Charles 
, Hattshome, but has ,.now a postmodem orientation. John B. Cobl>,. Jr., and 

·;David. Ray Griffin are. two preemment ,repre~entatiyes of this position, pre
. · sented in a collective ;w~k entitled The Re(!nphantment ojScienqe, an introduc-
, tion to a series, in cqnstructive postmodern thoright.5 Griffin Pt-oposes to' change 
' science .itSelf, This involves a most difficult task. Infaet, a. major difflqdty 
·arises: What would the r~enchanted science look like? What would be a reen
chartt¢ physics, forexample? Griffin tells us that we can no lpnger admit that 
·science is value.:. free, as tpdayit is widely held that the social factors affect sci-
1 encf) essentiaJ.ly, not just superficially. The corresponding footnote includes a 
list of writings, the rust of which.is Paul Feyerabend's Ag(flinst Method, which 
is not a re]i.able reference. Griffin atso says that science is inherently ynperial
'istic, ·which is not .a description of science .but of the abuse of science usually 
·called ~·scientism." According to Griffin, naturill science should incluoe a kind 
'of natural philosophy, but this tnearis mlxjng two·different levels of knowledge, 
!J think it is much saferto leave the scientific comrimriity to decide its standards. 
,Empirical .science is a· human construct, but it ~ms at a lqlowledge of natural 
patterns tbat exist independently of o'Ur constnictions. Error or bad philosophy 
may enter into the citadel of scie~ce, but open windows ~d intersubjective 

· criticism are the best ~tidote. agaffist them. The source of confusion is scien
tism, not ~cience. Scien~m is not science,·but a mistaken philosqphy that pre7 

·. sents itself as if it were sc;ience. It is a kind of pseudo-scie1;:1pe. Scientismshould 
be fought ()n the philosophical level, showing that it consists'oi unjustified ex
trapolations and leads to con~diction. 

My second ·example is the ''Intelligent Design~' theory (IDT), recently pro
posed. by Micbael Behe, William D~mbski; an(l others.6 They say that 

· 4 Karl R. Popper, "Natural Selectiorr~d the Emergence of Mind;•• in Evolutionary 
i . Epistemology, Rationality; and the Sociology of Ktiqwledge, eds. Gerard· Radnitzky · 

and William W. Bartley (yiSalle, lllinois: Open Court, 1987), pp. 141-42. .. 
5 The Reencha,f}tment of Science. Postmodem Pivpo~als, ed. David Ray Griffin. 

(Albany, New York: State Vniversity of New York Press, 1988). 
6 Michael Behe, DarWin s Black Box (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1996); 

William Dembski, intelligent Design. The Bridge Between Science & Theology· 
·(Downers Of?ve;Illinois: lnterVarsity Press, 1999)~. 
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progress in biology· reveals the existence of many contrivances that suggest 

the idea of an intelligent desigp. This is true. In the name of a mechanistic ap

proach, teleology was expelled from physics first and afterwards from biol

ogy too, but recent progress shows that nature is full of teleological dimen
sions. Nevertheless, I do not agree that intelligent design forms part of 

science itself. The reason is that an explicit reflection on finality is a philo

sophical task. A central tenet of the IDT is that specified complexity is a reli

able empirical marker of intelligent design. Probably this is true, but this. kind 
of argument is philosophical, not scientific. A transformation of current sci

ence is proposed also in this case, introducing within science philosophical 
elements. Nothing will be gained, however, if we label as scientific some

thing that is notreally science. 
In order to avoid the evils introduced by the disenchantment of the world 

we should, first of all, respect the autonomy of natural science. The11 we must 
criticize scientism, which is the real cause of misunderstanding. Finally, we 

could try to bridge the gap between the sciences and the humanities in a rig
orous way, presenting philosophical thinking as such. This can be done in dif
ferent ways. I will present now my own proposal, warning that I do not claim 

it to be the only viable approach . 

. BRIDGING THE GAP 

When we try to relate the sciences and the humanities we should notice, 
first of all, that there exists a methodological gap between the natural sci

ences on the one hand, and the humanities and spirituality on the other. To 
bridge this gap we need to find something whichis common to both sides. A . 
serious candidate is represented by the so-called "boundary questions." John 

Polkinghorne refers to them saying: ''There are questions which arise from 
science and which insistently . demand an answer, but which by their very 
character transcend that of which science itself· is competent to speak."7 

Those questions should be closely related to science, as we are told that they 

"arise from science." However, they would not be, properly speaking, scien

tific questions. But, what does it mean that, although they are not scientific, 
they "arise from science?" It is rriuch easier to understand tpat they cannot be · 

answered by science, because if they are not strictly scientific, it is impossi

ble to answer them by using the methods of science. I dare say that, properly 

7 John Polkinghome, "A Revived Natural Theology," in Science and Religion. One 
World: Changing Perspectives on Reality, eds. Jan Fennema and Ian Paul (Oordtecht: 
Kluwer, 1990), p. 88. 
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speaking, genuine boundary questions cannot arise from science. Scientists 

are human beings, and they may pose themselves metaphysical questions in 

connection with their work. But then they are acting as philosophers or the

ologians, and cannot solve their problems by using only the methods of their 

sciences. 
Dialogue between science and religion requires a common partner that can 

be neither science nor religion. Philosophy is a good partner, probably the 

only real candidate. That is why Ian Barbour says: 

Any view of the relationship of science and religion refleCts philosoph
ical assumptions. Our discussion must therefore draw from three disci
plines, .not just two: science (the empirical study of the order of na
ture), theology (critical reflection on the life and thought of the 
religious community), and philosophy, especially epistemology (analy
sis of the characteristics of inquiry and kQowledge) and metaphysics 
(analysis of the most general characteristics of reality).s 

My proposal focuses on one kind of boundary question: the presupposlc 
tions and implications of scientific progress. Empirical science includes not 

only factual knowledge, but also its necessary conditions, which can be con

sidered as general presuppositions the analysis of which constitutes a philo

sophical and theological task. 
There are three kinds of such presuppositions. The first refers to the intel

ligibility or rationality of· nature: it can be labeled as ontological, and is 

closely related to natural order. The second refers to the human ability to 

know the natural order: it can be labeled as epistemological, and includes the 

different forms of scientific argument. The third refers to the values implied 

by the scientific activity itself: it can be labeled as ethical, and includes the 

search for truth, rigor, objectivity, intellectual modesty, service to other peo

ple, cooperation, and other related values. 

There is moreover feedback from scientific progress on these presupposi

tions, because the progress of science retrojustifies, amplifies and refines 

them. These presuppositions are necessary conditions for the existence of sci

ence; therefore scientific progress is a sufficient condition for their existence, 

and enables us to determine their scope. 

Seen under the light of that feedback, the analysis of those presuppositions 

can provide a clue to th.e philosophical meaning of scientific progress and, 

therefore, to its theological relevance. This analysis stands on its own feet, 

but it also provides good reasons against naturalism, as it shows that scien-

8 Ian Barbour, Religion in an Age of Science (San Francisco, California: Harper, 
1990), p. 3. 
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titic progress is most coherent with a theistic and spiritualist perspective. 
Now I will consider those presuppositions, . and the feedback of scientific 
progress on them. 

SELF-ORGANIZATION AND DIVINE ACTION 

The ontological presuppositions of science refer to natural order. Empiri
c.al science studies natural patterns, which means order. The concept of order . 
is so general that it can be considered a quasi-transcendental, as any conceiv-

. able state of affairs possesses some kind oforder. 
The more the sciences progress, the better we know how the natural order 

. is structured. In classical physics order means regularities and laws. In recent 
times the progressofthe physical sciences has made possible a bigadvance 
in the ·life sciences, where • we find a higher type of order, namely organiza
tion. Our knowledge of natural order now includes cosmic and biological 
evolution, from the Big Bang up to the present. Therefore, we dispose now of 
a scientific picture of the world which includes the regularities of physics, the 
complexity of biology, and the evolutionary perspective of origins. I dare say .. 
that now, for the first time in history, we have a scientific worldview which 
provides a complete and unified picture of the world, because it includes all 
natural levels (micro- and macro-physical, as well as biological), their mutual 
relations, and their evolution. I do not mean that we know everything about 
the world. There is very much left for future generations. But we . already 
know some basic features ofthe different natural levels and their mutual con
nections. 

The new worldview is centered around a dynamic process of self-organi
zation. Our world is the result of the deployment of a dyna1nism that pro"' 
duces different natural levels with new emergent characteristics. Nature is· 
creative in a real sense. 

In the new worldview the concept of information plays a relevant role. I . 
used to say that information is "materialized rationality." It includes plans 
that are stored in spatio-temporal structures. It guides the successive forma
tion of increasingly complex patterns. Information is stored,· displayed, inte
grated, coded and decoded in the different natural systems and processes. In 
this perspective we can say that an electron "knows" physics and chemistry 
much better than us, as it will act in different circumstances accor(iing to the 
,immensely varied potentialities it contains. 

The c:orresponding idea of God is that of a Creator who has conceived the 
natural dynamism, and uses it to produce, according to the natural laws cre
ated by Him, a world of successive levels of emerging novelties. Our world 
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does not exhaust the possibilities of creation. God usually actsrespecting and 
protecting the natural capacities of his creatures, and He has given them mar
velous potentialities which are never exhausted, so that new results can al
ways be produced. Nature is full of organization, directionality, synergy (co
operativity), and very· sophisticated activities. All this is most coherent.with 
the "continuous" activity of divine wisdom. 

Theseideas are contained in a definition of nature provided by Thomas 
Aquinas, which is really good and surprisingly modem. Commenting Aristo,.. 
tie, Aquinas surpasses him and writes: ''Nature is nothing other than the 
ratio of a certain art, namely, the divine, inscribed in things, by which things 
themselves move to a determinate end: just as if the master shipbuilder 
could impart to tpe wood something from.which it could move itself to tak
ing on the form ofthe ship."9 Now we can say that God acts this way and we 
can provide many striking examples. Scientific progress turns order into 
self-organization, and helps us to consider the role that natural and divine 
creativity play here. 

Evolution is often invoked as an argument for naturalism. Some people 
counterattack denying the very existence of evolution or criticizing the· theo
ries that try to explain it, but nothing of this sort is required. Although theo
ries of evolution contain many unexplained enigmas, evolution is a s<;ientifi
cally respectful subject Moreover, it can help us to understand better divine 
action in the world. In fact, evolution supposes self-organization. Therefore, 
it supposes the existence of a big chain of successive potentialities, that have 
been actualized thanks. to a corresponding chain of adequate circumstances. 
All this is, to say the least, strikingly impressive, and is very coherent with 
the existence of a divine plan. In this line, Marie George comments: 

The fact tliat random processes can result in living things arising from 
non-living things presupposes the existence of not just auy sort. of mat
ter, but one which has the potency to be formed into living things; fur
ther, not just any sort of agents will do; but there must be ones aptto im
part the appropriate forms to the appropriate matter. In addition, in order 
for these supposedly randomly formed living things to survive and re
produce, there must be a habitat favorable to them, and the possibility of 
its development also needs explanation. Just as it is luck that one gets a 
royal flush, but not that one can get it-'-the deck is designed that way, so 
too it may be luck that this or that organism appear, but it cannot be luck 

9 "Natura nihil est aliud quam ratio cuiusdam artis, scilicet divinae, indita rebus, 
qua ipsae res moventur ad finem determinatum: sicut si artifex factor navis posset lig
nis tribuere quod ex se ipsis moverentur ad navis formam inducendam" ·(Thomas 
Aquinas, In octolibros Physicorum Expositio [Rome: Marietti, 1965], II, chap. 8: lect. 
14, no. 268). · 
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that itis able to appear. And this is trqe even if there are many universes. 
For even if the combination of factors which gives our universe its life
bearing potential have been "dealt"· into it alone, and not to any others, 
these factors still must have a specific design if they 11re to mak~ life· · 
possible. If there are no queens and lcings, havi~g five billion card g~UDes 
going' instead of just one still won't get one aQY clo~er to drawing a royal 
tlush.10 

I will return ~o the many universes soon. Now l. w~tto highlight that 
cWmce is not opposed to divine plan/the rot~ that chance pl~Y!l in evolution. 
is sonietitpes interpreted as an argument against the .existence of a divine 
plan .. l wiU quQte again Marie Geo:r,g~ who says on this point that "a differ
ence of levels, however, ·l~aves room for the . same event to be both. chance 
and 1ritended without 'this . involving a ebntradi~tion. ;,n. AQuinas hims~lf ar~ 
gued .that the divine governtnent~of the world ·is compatible with the exis
tenceofcontingency,.I2 and it can be shown that chance is· required for the 

,, - - ' l 

great variety of things in this worl(j. to bt? produced by natuiahneans •.. Apother 
typical cmtfusion arises when the agency • ~f secondary causes is seen as in-
compatible with divine agency. , . 

Now ~ return to the many worlds. The ultimate argument.against teleology 
eventually stenis frqm the possible existence of ~any· worlds, .we should not' 
be S\ttprised by the specific orgaJ1iZ~tion of Ouf world, SO tbe argument runs,. 
as it would o~ly be the chance result ofthe evolution of .an infmity of possi
ble worlds. This criticism has been used routinely against the existence of 
puq)ose in the univer8e.l3 I must confess that I am not vecy impressed by this .. 
argument. In fact, if our world, as the result of ilil irruriense ~volutiQnary 
process of self-organization, h~ the high degree of specific organi~ation we 
perceive, this requires tlie existenee of the chain of pqtentialities arid circum~ 

. stances I have already referred. to,: in this respect, it does not matter whether 
there is oDly one :World or· many of thefu.l4 A~tually, our world is so specific 
that we could even think that bod, wanting to form it according .to naturab 

IO Mari.e I. George, "On.A~mpts to Salvage Paley's Argpment from Design," in 
Scie~e, Philosophy, and Theology, forthconililg. (South Bend, Indiana:. St. Augus'- . 
tine's Press). · 

l!Jbid: . . 
12 See Thomas Aquinas; In cluodecim libros Metaphysicorurn AristOtelis (Rbme: ' 

Marietti, 1964), VI, chap. 3: lect. 3, nos. 1191-222; Su11'11ita Theologiae (Rome: Man-
etti, 1952),J, q; 19, a. 8. . · 

· 13 Brian Zamulinski, ~'Review of: M. A. Corey, God and the New Cosmology: The .. 
Anthropic Design Argument," Australasian Journal of Philosophy 72 (1994), po405. 

14 Marie G~rge presents a similar argument, and ql!,otes Arthur Peacocke in tlui ' 
same lin~ ("On Attempt$ to Salvage Paley's Arg~ent from Design"). 
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principies,created a self ... organizing u.Uverse so immense that our little world 
' could be forQied. As Joseph Zycinski puts it: 

Cosmologists for a long time have,been intrigued by the questiop of why 
life appeared so late in a universe which has been ~xpanding for 20 bil- ,' 
lion years, and why the density of matter in the universe is so small that 
successive generations contiDmdly relive Pas~alian, anxiety in their expe
rience of the emptiness of infiriite spaces. Modenniosmology ~upplie~ a 
partial exphination. Ev~n .if life Were to develop iil'only one place, a 
large and old universe would have been required. Billions of years of 
cosmic eyoi1,1tion.are necessary for· the appearance of cl:lrbon pl'Qducif!g 
star8~ an indispensableelementforthe,rlse of known forms oflife)S · 

. . . Sc;:ientific progress provideS' us with a basis that is .tic her thmi eyer for tele
ological reasoning. The ~resent worldyiew ,does not Sy itself prove ariy meta

. scientific thesis. It cannot be u~ed, 'under the fonn Qf.anthropic principles, as 
a· substitute , for . metaphysical attd theolpgical reasorting~ It does, however, 

.. , show,that our world is full of directional dimensions, of tendencies and syn
ergy, of rationality. It intrpduces mfortnati~n, which is materialized rational
ity, ~ a concept that plays a central role in explaining our worl(j.. It represents 
our world as the result of a gigantic~ process of self..:Qrganization, where suc
cessive specific potentialiti¢s have become actualized, producing a series of 
.increasingly organized sys,teJ¥ that have culminated in theh11man organism, 
which proy.ides tHe l:>asis for a tndy rational existen~e. Thetefore; the present 
worldView amplifies the basis for teleological reasoning, whic::h is one of the 

, main bridges that may connect the natural and the divine. 

SCIENTIFIC ~J,rnATIVITYAND 
HUMAN SINGULARITY 

There is. also a feedback from scientific progress oil the epistemol~gical 
pre~uppositions of science; which refer to the human ability to.Imow.nature's 
order; This i$ also related tO the search for truth,· whi9h is the higheSt among 
the values that give me~g to the scjentific enterpri~. . 

·Nature. does not speak. In naqual science we b~ild;sophisticated langu1;1g~s 
i& order to· question nature and interpret the answers provided by our mute 
partner. This shows tha,t~ although we ·are .. ~ part ?f nature, nevertheless we . 
transcend it; 

To achieve new .kn,pwledge o( nature we must formulate new hypothese~, 
pl~ experitn,ents in order to test· them,. interpret the results of ex~riments, 

ts Joseph Zycinski, ''The Anthl'Opic Principle and Tel~ological lntel.'pretations of 
· .. Nature,'' The Review ofMetaphysics 41 (1987), p. 318. · 
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and judge the value of the hypotheses. All this requires creativity. There are 
no automatic methods for achieving interesting results. 

Scientific creativity is a proof of our singularity. It shows that we possess 
dimensions that transcend the natural ambit. They can be labeled as spiritual. 
The very existence and progress of the.natural sciences is one of the best ar
guments for our spiritual character. The success of empirical science also 
shows that our spiritual. dimensions, related to creativity and argument, are · 
intertwined with our material dimensions, so that we are a single being con
stituted by both aspects. All this is coherent with the view that man is a co
creator who participates in God's plans, and has the capacity of carrying the 
natural and the human ambits to more and. more evolved states. 

Also at this level wecan appreciate that scientific progress retro-justifies, 
enriches and refines the epistemological presuppositions of scienc.e. Thanks to 
this progress, we know better our own capacities; and we are able to develop 
them in a line of increasing creativity which corresponds to God's plans. 

Jacques Monod used science to conclude that "man knows at last .that he is 
alone in the universe's unfeeling immensity, out of which he emerged only by 
cbance."l6 Christian de Duve, a biologist and Nobel laureate like Monod, 

comments: 

This is nonsense, of course. Man knows nothing of the sort .. Nor does he 
have any proof to the contrary, either. What he does know, however-or, 
at least, should know-is that, with the time and amount of matter avail
able, anything resembling the simplest living cell, ~et alone a human 
. being, could not possibly have arisen by blind chance were the universe 
not pregnant with them.l7 

I have already noted that chance is compatible with a divine plan and, there
fore, should not be used to argue against the existence of that plan. 

Moreover, the evolutionary origin of man does not conflict with human 
spirituality.· Speaking of the emergence of the human being, the agnostic Karl 
Popper wrote: "Now I want to emphasize bow littleis said by saying that the 
mind is an emergent product of the brain. It has practically no explanatory 
power1 and it hardly amounts to m.ore than putting a question mark at a cer
tain place in human evolution. Nevertheless, I think that this is all which, 
from a Darwinian point of view, we can say about it." IS Naturalism interprets 

16Jacques Monod, Chance and Necessity. An Essay on the Natural Philosophy of 
Modem Biology (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1971), p. 180. 

17 Christian de Duve, A Guided Tour of the Living Cell (New York: Scientific 
American Books, 1984), pp. 357-58. 

18 Karl Popper (with John Eccles), The Self and Its Brain (New York: Springer, 
1977), p. 554. 
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· sciel}tifi~ progress as a proof that no dimensions other than those studied, by 
· the scie~ces can be c.onsidered on objective grounds. Instead~ the role played .. 

by creativity, argument, ~uid interpretation in science shows that the contrary 

is true. 
The' ITleanin'g .and rei~ vance of sc,ience reach their highest . peak when we 

. consider its ethical presupposit!on~. Empirical science is, above· aU, a human 

ent!!q>rise c:Jirected towards a: twofold goal: <l knowledge, of nature that can be 
· submitted lo empirical control, and thus one that can provide·a do·nnnion over 

nature; Therefore, the meaning of science is also twofold: the pursuit of truth 
-and the service to humankind. Ih this case, it is obvious that· scientific . . 

· progress ,retro-jUstifies, enriches artd refines these goals, and proVides better 

means for their implementation,·~ Be~id¢s, scie,ntilic work,re,CJuires an,.entire . 
set of values, suc,h as love for truth, rigor, objec;tivity, intellectual J;Ilbde,sty, 

. cooperation, ·interest to. solve practlc1al problems. (mediCal, ·economit, and so 

on), .so that sCientific progress.contnbutes to the spread ofthese values. 
Searching' f~r truth is a most relevant human value, central to the scientific 

enterprise. Speaking. ag~i.nst scientism, Popper says: '"The fact that science 
cannot 111ake ·any pronouncement about ethical principles has been misinter-

. prete(as· illdiCatingthat there are no such principles; while in fa~t the search 
for tnith presupp9ses ethics."l9 This is very hnportant:. Empirical science·is . 
meanil}gful abov&·au as 'a search for truth, and this is a central ethical value in 

human life. The t~rm "truth" is· one of the. most frequently used in the en.;, 
cyclical Fides et R<J.tio; in the:'English text ·it appe~s 365 times ,(without 
counfing terms derived froni truth); Pope John P:llll H, iri a few words full of 
:phllosophical meanin~, writes: "One, may define the human J:>:eing, ,therefo'te, 
as the orie who seeks the tru.th .... 20 

'Fhere is a~other passage of Fides et Ratio which c·a~ easily remain.unno
ticed but is most important for my ·purpose. In the very beginning of the en- · 
cyclical we read: . ' . 

In both East and West, w~ may trace a journey which has .led humaQity 
down the centuties to meet and engage truth .. tnore and qiore deeply. It is 
a•jo11rney whid1 has unfolded---as it. must-,-witqin tfte horizon of per- . 
sonal seif-consCiousne.ss; the more human beings know reality and the 
world, the more they. i:now .thems~Jves in their U>niquene~~. with the 
q.uestiop. of the. ineanipg of things and· of tl1e4:. ve{Y e.xiSt!!lPS:e. becoming ·· 
ever more pressing.2l 

19 Karl Popper, "Natural Selection imd tbe Emergence of Mind," p. 141. 
20Pope John Paul II, Fides etRatio, 14 September 1998, no. 28.. · 
21 . .. lbtd., no. l. 
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This coincides with my emphasis on the anthropological feedback of scien
tific progress on human self-knowledge.22 

Sometimes it is said that quantum mechanics has reintroduced the subject 
in the physical sclences. The real situation is much more interesting. There is 
always a. reference to the subject in science. Only, this .reference is not ex
plicit: it remains implicit, unless we reflect onit. When we do ~his, we carry 
out a philosophjcal task· that reveals the singularity of the subject who does 
science. 

Alasdair Macintyre says that empirical science. should be considered a 
moral task because its aim is the pursuit of truth, and he adds: "The building 
of a representation of nature is, in the modern world, a task analogous to the 
building of a cathedral in the medieval world ot to the founding and con
struction of a city in the ancient world, tasks which might also turn out to be 

· interminable.'•23 In this context, to be a realist, in the epistemological sense, 
is not indifferent. 

THE MIND OF THE UNIVERSE 

The new worldview .presents a creative universe inhabited by creative 
human beings who are, at the same time, bearers of insignificance and of 
grandeur. This worldview is most coherent with the emphasis on God's re,. 
spect towards.crea.tion. The resulting model of God and divine action under
lines God's involvement with creation and God's respect for human freedom. 

Just as in philosophy of science we speak of the empirical under-determi
nation of theories by facts and, therefore, of the role. of our interpretations, so 
too we find here God's transcendence over any particular data or representa
tion. For instance, we can know that .there should be a divine plan, but it is 
left to our free responsibility to recognize it, and to venture towards its im
plementation with a sense of ethical responsibility. NQbody can substitute us. 
There is an essential openness in nature, in human affairs . and in the con
struction· of our future. 

God can also be viewed as an artist. The universe, and personal beings 
such as ourselves, participate in his creativity. This is most consistent with 
the self-organization of nature and with human freedom. Our world does not 

22 The particular emphasis ("the more • • · . ·the more . . .. ")is absent in the Spanish 
version, while it is explicitly present in the Polish, . Latin, French and German ver
sions, and mote or less explicit in the Italian version. Cf. Miroslaw Karol, "«Fides et 
ratio» no 1: l, Cual es el texto correcto ?", Anuario Filosofico 32 (1999), pp. 689-96. 

23 Alasdair Macintyre, "Objectivity in Morality and Objectivity in Science," in 
Morals; Science and Sociality, eds. H. Tristram Engelhardt, Jr. and Daniel Callahan 
(Hastings-on-Hudson, New York: The Hastings Center, 1978), pp. 36-37. 
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exhaust God's creativity and perfection. Any representation of God will al-
. ' 

ways be partial and imperfect. Nevertheless, we can know and experience 
those features of divine wisdom and love that we need in order to find the 
meaning of oufilives. 

I refer to God as "the mind of the universe" not in a pantheistiC sens~. but 
to express that our universeexhibits rationality, information and creativity; 
that it makes possible the existence of human beings who are strictly rational 
and creative; and that all this requires a divine foundation: a participation in 
God's creativity. Old and new ideas converge. In fact, I have borrowed the 
expression ''the Mind of the Universe" from the Stoic Seneca who wrote: 

What is God? The mind of the universe. What is God? The whole that 
you see and the whole that you do not see. Thus we render to him his 
magnitude, because we can think of nothing greater, if he alone is every
thing, if he sustains his work from within and from without. 24 

Seneca's words were borrowed fifteen centuries later by Luis de Granada, 
one of the Spanish classical writers of Christian spirituality, who adopted 
them without any qualms, and even used them as a part of the argument that 
leads us from the contemplation of nature to the knowledge of its Creator.25 
At that time only small fragments of modem empirical science existed. The 
progress of science has changed our view of nature in a number of significant 
ways. We can safely conclude, however, that a philosophical reflection on 
this progress goes hand in hand with a religious view of nature and man. 

24 "Quid est deus? Mens universi. Quid est deus? Quod vides totum et quod non 
vides totum. Sic demum magnitudo illi sua redditur, quia nihil maius cogitari potest, 
si sol us est omnia, si opus suum et intra et extra tenet" (Lucius Annaeus Seneca, 
Qtlaestiones naturales [Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1961], vol. 1, Bk. I, chap. 13, pp. 
10-ll.). 

25 "j,Que cosa es Dios'? Mente y raz6n del universo. j,Que cosa es Dios? Todo Io 
que vemos, porque en todas las cosas vemos su sabiduria y asistencia, y desta manera 
confesamos su grandeza, la cual es tanta, que no se puede pensar otra mayor. Y si el 
solo es todas las cosas, el es el que dentro y fuera sustenta esta grande obra que hizo" 
(Luis de Granada,lntroducci6n del SfmbOlo de lafe, Part I, chap. 1, ed. Jose M. Bal
cells [Madrid:Catedra, 1989], pp. 129-30). 


